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At AchieveGlobal, we invest time and money to design and offer some of the most effective, innovative, and engaging training 
available. As part of a responsible business strategy, we safeguard our intellectual property by defending our copyright. 

The only party who can make copies of an intellectual property (such as an illustration, short story, song, or workbook) is the person 
or organization who owns the copyright. AchieveGlobal is the copyright owner of this content. We license the right to use this 
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INTRODUCTION  

As a training professional, you know that many training efforts fail to produce long-term results because they are not implemented holistically. 
For training skills to be transferred and sustained on the job, it is important to pay attention to all the activities that need to occur before, 
during, and after training.  
 

A ROADMAP TO SUSTAINED BEHAVIOR CHANGE  

AchieveGlobal has developed a research-based, proprietary point of view on the critical practices for ensuring that learning solutions result in 
behavior change that is sustained over time. We call this tool the Sustainment Roadmap. 
 
The roadmap has 12 practices which take place over four phases: READY, LEARN, TRANSFER, and SUSTAIN. What makes the roadmap unique is 
that it summarizes an infinite set of possible before, during, and after activities and filters them down to a critical few practices. Our Sustainment 
Roadmap shows—on one page—the entire set of best practices for making training stick.  
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DEVELOPING A SUSTAINMENT STRATEGY  

AchieveGlobal is pleased to provide the Sustainment Roadmap to our clients as part of our partnership to ensure you get the most from our 
content. Your organization can use the roadmap in order to create a custom Sustainment Strategy. The more practices your organization uses, 
the more likely behaviors will be sustained. AchieveGlobal clients can also use the Sustainment Diagnostic Tool to determine which practices 
could benefit from the most focus. 
 
 
THE SUSTAINMENT TOOLKIT  

In addition to having access to the Sustainment Roadmap and Diagnostic Tool, AchieveGlobal customers have unlimited rights to use this 
Sustainment Toolkit. The Toolkit includes an overview of each of the 12 best practices for sustainment, along with valuable tools, templates, and 
tip sheets that can be customized and utilized as part of any training initiative.  
 
The instructions on the following pages were written with you—the training implementation owner—in mind. Feel free to cut and paste and 
customize any or all of the tools. Some of the tools will work best when the training is part of a larger, strategic organizational initiative. Others 
will be appropriate when training is voluntary and focused on individual development. You will be able to select the tools that will be most 
effective for your organization’s culture and your learners’ preferences. 
 
 
ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FROM ACHIEVEGLOBAL  

While the toolkit is designed for you to be able to use on your own, many clients find it beneficial to enlist an AchieveGlobal resource to help 
them create their sustainment plans. Our Professional Services team members can share examples of sustainment best practices from a range of 
industries and situations in order to spark thinking and surface potential challenges based on their first-hand experience. In addition, they can 
facilitate sustainment workshops to help you and your extended team develop your own sustainment approach.  
 
 
Wishing you sustainment success! 
 

Your AchieveGlobal Team  
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DEMONSTRATE ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT  

OUTCOME: 
 

There is a clearly 
communicated/understood 

alignment between the 
learning solution and 

organizational priorities. 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Charter an Executive Steering Committee.  
 Craft and deliver messages which link the learning solution to business priorities—creating a clear “line of sight.” 
 Ensure executives and senior leaders actively and visibly support the training initiative.  

 
Tools to Use: 

 Tip Sheet: Leader Involvement  
 Tip Sheet: Chartering an Executive Steering Committee 
 Worksheet: Developing Key Talking Points/Messages 
 Sample: Communication Plan 
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Tip Sheet:  
Leader Involvement  

 
The role of leadership in demonstrating organizational commitment is critical to a successful and sustained training initiative. When leaders and 
managers are actively and visibly involved in the process, the result is alignment, accountability, and commitment throughout the organization. 
Leader involvement can take a variety of forms and can range from endorsing training (passive support) to actively participating in key planning 
decisions and activities. At higher levels of involvement, executives and managers model the desired skills or behaviors, champion the change, 
and may even facilitate some of the sessions themselves. Management support and involvement is important not only before and during the 
training, but long after the session has ended. The transfer of learning from the classroom to the job will probably not take place in any lasting 
way unless managers reinforce the new behaviors.  

The following model illustrates the potential levels of leader involvement.  
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Tip Sheet:  
Chartering an Executive Steering Committee 

 
Executive support for a training initiative is critical for success. At AchieveGlobal, we have found the Executive Steering Committee to be an 
invaluable tool for garnering and demonstrating organizational commitment. Here are tips for choosing Steering Committee members and a 
suggested agenda for the first meeting.  

 

Choosing Steering Committee Members 

 Ensure that there are representatives from the training and development organization, as well as representatives from the 

department(s) that will be the recipient of the training.  

 A senior leader from the business unit should be included so that the strategic needs of the unit can be addressed.  

 A representative of the managers who will be coaching the learners should also be included on the steering committee. This manager 

will provide the perspective about the day-to-day responsibilities of the learners, and provide guidance on how best to assimilate new 

learning into the workplace.  

 Depending on the size of your organization, it may be appropriate to include senior leaders from Human Resources and Internal 

Communications/Marketing.  

 

Recommended Agenda for Executive Steering Committee Kickoff Meeting  

 Ensure buy-in; define, agree on, and commit to role as champions. 

 Agree on objectives and success measures. 

 Generate messaging content. 

 Identify and plan to mitigate risks and barriers. 

 Set and communicate expectations/accountability for senior leaders and managers. 
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Worksheet:  
Developing Key Talking Points/Messages 

  
An important element of the Demonstrating Organizational Commitment practice centers on messaging. Learners need to know that the training 
will be more than an event; they need to know it will be ongoing development effort that will help them personally be more effective at their 
jobs and help the organization as a whole improve business results. Taking the time to develop and crystalize your messaging will pay dividends 
in the end. 

We recommend pulling together a messaging team at the start of any initiative. If you have an Executive Steering Committee (see previous 
page), they can help formulate the messaging. If you don’t have an Executive Steering Committee, invite colleagues from Human Resources, the 
functional area receiving training, etc. Together, work through the questions below, taking care to document and consolidate responses.  
 

 Why are we undertaking this training now? 

 

 What is the value of this training for our organization? For our customers?  

 

 What are the benefits to the participants (e.g., personal credibility, need to improve their own performance, potential career advancement)? 

 

 What support can participants expect from the organization?  

 

 What support can participants expect from their manager? 

 

  What expectations does the management team have of participants?  
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Sample:  
Communication Plan  

The answers to the questions on the previous page should form the basis of all communication that goes about the initiative. In addition to clear 

messaging, effective communication plans include specific communication activities, clear target audiences, best execution 
methods/media, and clearly identified owners. Here is an example of a tool that can help you organize and execute a communication plan.  
 

Week Purpose  Activity Audience Key Message(s)  Media Owner 

1 Awareness Executive Steering 

Committee Meeting  

Senior 

Leaders 
 Senior Leader Role 

 Benefits to company 

Face to Face  Training 

Implementation Team  

2 Awareness Short Article All  Case for action 

 High level preview of program 

Monday Morning 

Newsletter  

Internal 

Communications  

3 Awareness Highlight in Monthly 

Recording 

All  Case for action  

 Benefits to company  

CEO’s Monthly 

Update  

CEO/Internal 

Communications  

4 Commitment  Sr. Leader Staff Meetings Managers  Manager Role  Face to Face  Senior Leaders  

5 Commitment  Manager Readiness 

Workshop 

Managers  Manager Role and Tools  vILT Session Training 

Implementation Team 

6 Logistics Enrollment Instructions  Frontline   How to register  e-mail Training 

Implementation Team 

7 Logistics  Prework e-mail  Frontline  Prework instructions  e-mail Training 

Implementation Team 

8 Logistics Managers’ Reminder  Managers  Remind managers to hold pre-

meeting  

e-mail  Training 

Implementation Team 

9 Commitment  Manager/Learner  

Pre-Training Meeting  

Frontline   Why course is being held 

 Benefits to learners 

 Manager’s expectations  

 Support for learners  

 

e-mail  Managers  
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ENGAGE AND EQUIP MANAGERS 

OUTCOME: 
 

Managers are bought into 
the initiative and are 

prepared to take an active 
role in it as sponsors, leaders, 

and change agents. 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Provide managers with an opportunity to influence training content and implementation plans. Proactively gather and act on 
their feedback.  

 Involve senior leaders in setting and communicating expectations and accountability for managers. 
 Train managers on their role in the initiative. 
 Create tools and tip sheets to aid managers in executing their role. 
 Encourage managers to hold pre-training meetings with participants.  
 Follow up and hold managers accountable for preparing participants. 

Tools to Use: 

 Tip Sheet: Engaging and Equipping Managers  
 Tip Sheet: Training Managers on Their Role 
 Sample: Manager Sustainment Checklist  
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Tip Sheet Summary:  
Engaging and Equipping Managers  

 

At AchieveGlobal, we have found that one of the most powerful ways to boost transfer and sustainment is to actively involve the participants’ 
managers. This can be done by training managers on their roles and providing tools and support to make it easy for them to get learners ready 
and to reinforce skills and concepts. The following three pages summarize the latest research and best practices associated with the manager’s 
role in each phase.  

 
The Manager’s Role in the READY Phase  

 Managers must understand the core content of the training before their employees go through it. Managers may go through the full training 
programs themselves, or they may attend special workshops for managers where they receive an overview of core concepts. Understanding 
the content of the training puts them in a better position to prepare their own employees and to set challenging expectations for their post-
training performance. (See the Training Managers on Their Role Tip Sheet on page 11.) 

 Managers need to prepare each employee for the training. If possible, managers should meet one on one with each employee to discuss 
how the training can further the individual’s own development and to help the employee focus on those aspects of his or her work where 
the training will be most helpful. (See the Manager/Learner Pre-Training Meeting Guide Template on page 15.) 

 In everything they do, managers need to communicate the idea that learning and growth are expected, and that training is not something 
that allows employees to “get out of work” for a few hours. 

 Training programs often require participants to do some “prework” before the first training session—reading or taking a personal 
assessment. Participants are often asked to choose a challenging aspect of their work. Managers should offer support and assistance to help 
ensure participants complete the prework. 

The Manager’s Role in the LEARN Phase  

 Managers often think that they don’t have much influence while staff members are in training. In reality, they can actually do quite a lot to 
increase their team’s ability to learn by removing distractions and barriers. Talk with managers about how they can provide support (e.g., 
provide coverage and minimize disruptions) so that their staff members can be fully present at the training. 

 In addition to playing a behind-the-scenes role in supporting learners, managers can impact the LEARN Phase by demonstrating visible 
support by kicking off the training session. (See Preparing a Training Session Kickoff Tip Sheet on page 19.)  
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The Manager’s Role in the TRANSFER Phase  

 Managers should meet with participants either individually or in groups, as appropriate, immediately after the training for a debrief. 
Highlights of the training experience should be discussed, with special emphasis on application to the needs of the employee and the work 
group. (See the Post-Training Debrief Suggestions for Managers Template on page 31.) 
 

 Employees should share action plans they created during the training with their managers. (See the 3 x 4 Action Plan Template on page 26.) 

 Managers might set up a series of reinforcement events to encourage participants to continue to apply their new skills. These events can 
take the form of group discussions, one-on-one meetings, quizzes, or worksheets. Many AchieveGlobal programs include program-specific 
Follow-Up Skills Practices (FUSPs) and Application Kits (App Kits) with suggested activities. Generic reinforcement activities can include the 
following examples: 

o Employees are asked to complete a worksheet describing a recent work challenge related to their training. At a group meeting, each 
employee shares the challenge. Other employees offer their own experiences and suggest actions the person can take to improve 
the situation. Follow-up steps are decided and noted. 

o A manager works with his or her employees to pair people with complementary skills and challenges. Each member of these 
“coaching pairs” can call upon the other for help at any time when it’s needed. The manager asks the pairs to share their 
experiences with the larger group. 

o Employees agree to practice a set of skills and report on their successes and challenges. Colleagues offer feedback to each other. 

 Ongoing one-on-one coaching discussions between each participant and his/her manager are critical to the TRANSFER Phase. In these 
conversations, each employee meets regularly with the manager to review progress in a specified area related to the training. The manager 
has worksheets, questions, and guidelines to help relate the employee’s progress to immediate performance and achievement of longer-
term career goals. 

 

The Manager’s Role in the SUSTAIN Phase  

 The manager’s role in the SUSTAIN Phase centers on establishing an environment that is conducive to the desired performance. 
  

 In this phase, managers can encourage learners to utilize just-in-time informal learning tools to continue networking with their peers. 
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Tip Sheet:  
Training Managers on Their Role 

 

Where possible, we recommend holding special workshops for managers prior to introducing training to the front line. These workshops can be 
conducted in person or in a virtual environment.  

Purpose 

The purpose of the workshop for managers is to create an action plan at the leader level that: 

 In the READY phase, ensures that the leader understands how training will support organizational and individual goals and objectives, 
and that the leader will be engaged and equipped to support the learning and development 

 In the LEARN phase, provides the leader with a tangible understanding of his or her role and responsibility in the success of training and 
how to maintain and optimize the learning experience 

 In the TRANSFER phase, ensures that the leader has concrete plans to reinforce and support training with direct reports with targeted 
periodic coaching linked to the training 

 In the SUSTAIN phase, prepares the leader to empower learners to create and leverage peer networks 

 Provides the leader with appropriate language and plans to communicate about the training 

 

Sample Agenda  

The agenda may vary slightly from case to case, but in general, we recommend that you: 

 Discuss how the learning solution aligns with the organization’s business objectives  

 Provide an overview of training their people will be attending  

 Explain the manager’s impact in all phases (Ready, Learn, Transfer, and Sustain)  

 Review tools developed for managers (e.g., pre-training discussion guides, coaching observer sheets, application kits, etc.) 

 Involve the managers in commitment and action planning 
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Sample:  
Manager Sustainment Checklist 

 

One way to increase the likelihood that managers will ready learners and reinforce learning is to make it easy for them to know what you expect. 
A checklist like the one shown below can be a useful tool for managers.  
 

 READY: Meet with your employee to connect the learning to business outcomes. (Refer to the Manager/Learner Pre-Training Meeting 
Guide on page 15 for tips.) 

o Set positive expectations. 
o Preview the learning content and benefits to the learner. 
o Ask the learner to identify any obstacles that might interfere with learning. 
o Remove the obstacles (e.g., schedule uninterrupted time at work to complete the program). 
o Together, identify three to five desired outcomes from the learner’s participation in the program.  
o Encourage the learner’s active involvement in the learning process by bringing real-world issues or challenges to the class to work 

on. 
 

 LEARN: Enable the employee to focus on learning. 
o Refrain from interrupting the learner during the program.  
o Provide support (e.g., provide coverage and minimize disruptions) so that your staff members can be fully present at the training. 

 
 TRANSFER: Coach your employee as he/she applies new skills, and reinforce skills and concepts on the job.  

o Talk about your learner’s experience; ask the learner to share the action ideas or plans they developed in class. (Refer to the Post-
Training Debrief Suggestions for Managers on page 31 for tips.) 

o Together, create a concrete plan describing how the learner will implement the new knowledge or skill on-the-job; plan for the 
learner to complete the goal within 60 days following the training program. (Consider using the 3 x 4 Action Plan from page 26 to 
capture ideas.)  

o Create opportunities for the learner to perform the skills on the job. 
o Observe on-the-job performance and provide feedback, especially in the first 60 days following the training. (Use a Post-Training 

Observer Checklist such as the one shown on page 36 if one is available.) 
o Remove any lingering obstacles so the learner can be successful.  
o Recognize, reinforce, and reward the start of newly acquired skills and knowledge being transferred and applied on the job.  

 
 SUSTAIN: Create an environment that is conducive to the desired performance.  

o Encourage your learner to continue networking with their peers. 
o Encourage learners to utilize just-in-time informal learning tools. 
o Use the notes from your observations and coaching to aid in the annual performance appraisal. 
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FOSTER LEARNER MOTIVATION 

OUTCOME: 
 

Learners are motivated to 
fully participate in learning. 

While leaders cannot 
motivate learners, they can 

shape a learning 
environment which fosters 

learner motivation. 
 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Establish a two-way feedback loop such that learners have a say in the learning solution, can help shape it, ensure its practicality, and 
champion it in the field.  

 Provide tools and mechanisms for learners to self-assess and set goals prior to class attendance. 
 Encourage managers to hold both team and one-on-one pre-training meetings with learners. 
 Utilize messaging from the Demonstrating Organizational Commitment practice to help learners see the personal benefits of the training.  
 Gauge learner motivation with a Training Preparedness Survey and/or Smart Sheet.  

Tools to Use: 

 Tip Sheet: Fostering Learner Motivation  
 Template: Manager/Learner Pre-Training Meeting Guide 
 Template: Learner Goal-Setting Tool 
 Sample: Training Preparedness Survey 
 Learner Self-Assessment Tools and/or Pre-Tests may have been developed for your program. Be sure to check the AchieveGlobal Client 

Resource Center. 
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Tip Sheet:  
Fostering Learning Motivation  

 

It is extremely effective when managers take the time to introduce the training to participants. We recommend that managers meet with their 
employees prior to any training to discuss the reasons for the training and to aid the employee in setting specific learning goals for the training. 
As the training implementation owner, you may not be at these meetings; however, you can play a significant role in encouraging them to 
happen by providing tools and following up with managers and learners. Below are our recommendations for the Training Implementation 
Team. 
 

Encouraging Learners to Self-Assess and Set Goals  

1. Many AchieveGlobal programs include self-assessment tools and/or pre-tests. Check the Client Resource Center (CRC) or work with your 
solution partner to see if a tool exists.  

2. Where appropriate, invite learners to take the self-assessment and to set goals for their own learning prior to attending a course.  
 

Encouraging and Facilitating Manager/Learner Pre-Training Conversations 

1. Create a customized Manager/Learner Pre-Training Meeting Guide such as the one shown on page 15 for each program.  

2. Complete the “Course Learning Objectives” and “Course Content” sections of the Learner Goal-Setting Tool shown on page 16.  

3. Send the Manager/Learner Pre-Training Meeting Guide and the Learner Goal-Setting Tool to each participant’s manager.  

4. You may wish to collect and review the completed Learner Goal-Setting Tools. If so, be sure to provide instructions to the managers and/or 
training participants. 

 
Diagnosing and Improving Learner Motivation 

1. Gauge whether or not the pre-training conversations have happened by using the Training Preparedness Survey on page 17 at the start of 
the course or a Smart Sheet at the end of the course. 

2. Modify the implementation approach, as needed, based on learnings and feedback from the surveys.  
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Template:  
Manager/Learner Pre-Training Meeting Guide 

 
Instructions for Managers  

1. Familiarize yourself with the training your employee(s) will be participating in by reviewing the course learning objectives and/or key 
content.  

2. Set up a meeting with each employee to discuss goals for the upcoming training. In your invitation, ask each employee to bring a “wish list” 
of what they’d like to get out of the training. 

3. At the meeting, describe the training session or sessions, and how they fit into the organizational big picture.  

 Training Team: Insert key talking points from the messaging worksheet here.  
 

4. Explain the benefits of the training to participants—what’s in it for them. 
• Training Team: Insert key talking points from the messaging worksheet here. 

5. Lead a discussion to reconcile participants’ goals with the goals of the training. Utilize the Learner Goal-Setting Tool to capture goals.  

6. Encourage employees to raise questions and concerns. Possible questions and concerns: 

 Is everyone taking this training? 

 How will I fit it into my work schedule? 
 What are the logistics for the training? Who, what, where, how long? 

 

7. Convey your expectations concerning how participants will apply their new skills.  

8. Discuss how the acquisition and use of new skills will be evaluated. 

9. Specify the support you will offer during and after the training. Examples of support: 

 Answering questions 

 Coaching 

 Feedback 
 Adjusting work schedules 

 

10. Conclude by setting up a date and time for the post-training coaching meeting.  
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Template:  
Learner Goal-Setting Tool  

Instructions for Training Team: Complete the “Course Learning Objectives” and “Course Content/Topics” sections, and then send the form to 
the participant’s manager. The manager will complete the “Related Learning Opportunities” section and then have a face-to-face meeting with 
the participant to review the first three sections. The learner will then complete the “Participant’s Learning Goals” section and review it with his 
or her manager prior to attending the training.  

Participant Name: _____________________________________            Participant’s Manager: ____________________________________ 
 
Course/Program Title:  __________________________________ Date:  __________________________________________________      
 
 

Course Learning Objectives  
(To be completed by Training Team) 

Course Content/Topics  
(To be completed by Training Team) 

 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4.  
 
5. 

 

 

Related Learning Opportunities/Development Needs  
(To be completed by participant’s manager) 

Participant’s Learning Goals  
(To be completed by training participant) 

 
1. 
 
 
2. 
 
 
3. 

 

 
1. 
 
 
2. 
 
 
3. 
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Sample:  
Training Preparedness Survey 

Instructions for Training Team: This tool can be passed out at the beginning of a training session to help you determine how well the learners 
were prepared for the training session prior to attending it. When used in early pilots or sessions during a large implementation, the survey can 
be used to determine the effectiveness of the READY Phase, enabling mid-stream improvements.  

Please take a few minutes to let us know how well you were prepared for participating in the program. Thank you! 

 

1. Where do you work? (dept.) 

     

 

2. Did you receive written information that described the training? 

 

YES 

 

NO 

 

3. Did you receive written information about when and where you would participate in the 

training? 

 

YES 

 

NO 

 

4. Did you meet with your supervisor to discuss your participation in the course? 

 

YES 

 

NO 

 

5. Did your supervisor talk with you about the benefit of your participating in the course? 

 

YES 

 

NO 

 

6. To what extent do you believe the skills you will learn in 

this course will help you be successful in your current 

work? 

 

Not at all 

 

Somewhat 

 

To a great extent 

 

To a very great extent 

 

7. To what extent do you believe the skills you will learn in 

this course will help you in your career? 

 

Not at all 

 

Somewhat 

 

To a great extent 

 

To a very great extent 

 

Comments: 

 

 

 

 

Please return your completed card to your classroom facilitator. If you would like to discuss any matters about the training, please call _____. 
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MAINTAIN AN ENVIRONMENT  
THAT FOSTERS LEARNING 

OUTCOME: 
 

The environment/culture 
promotes rather than inhibits 

learning. 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Promote and prioritize learning as a strategic priority (versus a nice-to-have, a compliance activity, or a punishment for poor performance). 
 Provide full support to the individual to be fully present at the training (e.g., ensure a backfill, minimize disruptions, establish as a priority, 

participation is protected). 
 Invite a senior leader to kick off the training session(s). 
 Establish ground rules to give learners a chance to fail in a safe environment, to be candid, etc. 
 Use “parking lots” to capture challenges and anticipated barriers. 
 Ensure the physical environment supports learning (food; comfort; spacing; access to tools needed to participate, such as computers, if 

required). 

 
 

Tools to Use: 

 Tip Sheet: Preparing a Training Session Kickoff 
 Sample: Suggested Training Ground Rules  
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Tip Sheet:  
Preparing a Training Session Kickoff  

 
Having a senior leader kick off the training session demonstrates organizational commitment and tends to increase learner motivation. If a 
leader is opening a session, the brief introduction should reinforce the previous communications and ideally will include the leader’s personal 
experience with the training concepts/skills. If it is not practical to have a leader attend live and in-person, this could be a recorded 
message/video. 
 

Instructions for Senior Leaders 

1.  Ahead of time, work with the training facilitator to coordinate your schedule and the content of your remarks with the training 
implementation. 

2.  Prepare remarks (no more than 5–10 minutes) that will make participants feel enthusiastic and upbeat about the training. Include the 
following: 

 Why you are excited about the training 

 Possibilities the training opens up for participants 

 Your confidence in the training materials and facilitator 

 How the training will make work more effective (or enjoyable, or rewarding) 

3.  Include a personal story or two about what you have gained from similar training. 

4. Announce your availability for questions and coaching during and after the training. 
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Sample:  
Suggested Training Ground Rules  

 

1. Enter into the discussion enthusiastically. 

 
2. Give freely of your experience. 

 
3. Allow and encourage others to contribute. 

 
4. Listen attentively. 

 
5. Feel free to ask questions. 

 
6. Appreciate the other person’s point of view. 

 
7. Keep confidences and assume others will. 

 
8. Practice learned skills. 

 
9. Follow established time frames. 

 
10. Provide constructive feedback and receive it willingly. 
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OPTIMIZE THE INDIVIDUAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

OUTCOME: 
 

The experience itself is 
conducive to learning, is 

aligned to the desired 
outcomes, and leverages 

adult learning best practices. 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Design training in a way which fosters individual progression through learning (what AchieveGlobal calls CAADA). 
 Select appropriate trainers and ensure they are skilled in guiding learning. 
 Prepare trainers to understand learner realities and create relevance via connections to business environment.  
 Ensure training leverages contemporary adult learning principles (experiential, interactive, and engaging,; resembles actual work 

environment). 
 Make appropriate use of learning modalities and blends.  
 Include opportunities for participants to commit to follow on actions. 

 

Tools to Use: 

 Tip Sheet: Suggestions for Optimizing the Learning Experience 
 Tip Sheet: Selecting a Trainer  
 Tip Sheet: Prerequisites for Blended Learning Success  
 Template: 3 x 4 Action Plan  
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Tip Sheet:  
Suggestions for Optimizing the Learning Experience 

 
Optimizing the learning experience helps to ensure that knowledge acquisition will take place. Learners will be ready to successfully apply the 
concepts/skills to the job when the following conditions are addressed. 

 

Training Environment 

 Size of the class should facilitate the learning experience; if teaching concepts, a larger group is acceptable. If skills-based, interactive 
training, class size should be small enough to allow for personalized trainer/participant interaction (i.e., no more than 12–20 
participants).  

 Training room should easily accommodate all participants and still have room for training materials, small group activities, observers, 
and food/beverage tables.  

 Natural light in the training room aids the learning experience. 
 Have “toys” at participants’ tables. These help the learning experience for kinesthetic learners. 
 Have the ground rules displayed somewhere in the classroom.  

 

Content 

 Content is relevant to the learners. 
 Content is at the appropriate learning level for the participants. 
 Content is developed using adult learning theory/techniques. 
 Content can easily be linked to the corporate, departmental, and personal business objectives. 

 

Facilitator 

 Facilitators have experience working with adult learners, and they incorporate adult learning techniques throughout the program. 
 Facilitators have detailed knowledge of the business issues that are linked to the training objectives. 
 Facilitators make linkages between business objectives throughout the training program. 
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Tip Sheet:  
Selecting a Trainer 

 
When selecting trainers, look for people who have the necessary time to devote to preparation and training, and who demonstrate the following 
characteristics: 

 Has Enough Relevant Experience to Be Credible With the Subject Matter 
 Trainer credibility is important both to the learners and to their managers (who approve, fund, reinforce, or otherwise support training). 

A good best practice is to require these minimums:  
o Leadership trainers: 3–5 years’ experience managing others 
o Sales trainers: 3–5 years’ experience selling to a quota 
o Service trainers: 3–5 years interacting with external and internal customers 

 Enjoys Working With People—And It Shows! 
 Trainers train people! A trainer is “on” from the moment he or she steps into the classroom until the last participant leaves for the day. 

Participants seek out trainers during breaks and lunch, and so a trainer is never alone. Successful trainers thrive on this constant 
interaction with others, and their enjoyment creates a welcoming and safe climate for learning.  

 Look for trainer candidates who enjoy being around all types of people. 

 

 Thinks Quickly On Feet—Can Analyze Comments, Understand How They Relate to the Topic, and Develop Appropriate Responses 
 Even the best Facilitator Guide doesn’t anticipate every question or comment. Successful trainers aren’t thrown off balance by the twists 

and turns a group will naturally take during learning.  
 People who aren’t comfortable on their feet may compensate by over-controlling the group. Look for quick thinkers who can weave 

participants’ comments in and out of the material. 
 

 Communicates Clearly and Expressively—Is Easily Understood, Makes Concise Points, and Displays Appropriate Level of Energy 
 It may seem obvious that successful trainers communicate well, but it’s too important a skill to overlook. A successful trainer gets his or 

her point across, with words, voice tone, and body language. 
 

 Maintains Objectivity—Can Refrain From Offering an Opinion 
 The trainer’s role is to facilitate the group’s ideas—not his or her own. Look for people who are able to remain appropriately impartial 

during a discussion.  

 

 Demonstrates Professionalism and Self-Confidence 
 The professionalism of the trainer reflects on the program he or she is training and the organization’s initiative that the training 

supports. 
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 Listens Actively—Is Attentive, With Good Eye Contact, Picks Up On Non-Verbal Signals, and Asks Probing Questions 
 Communication is a two-way street. Successful trainers not only express their own thoughts well, but they are also willing and able to 

pick up on the thoughts and ideas of others. Look for candidates who listen well and who make others feel as if they are being heard. 
 

 Has a Good Understanding of Your Business 
 One of the benefits of using in-house trainers is the relevance these associates bring to the training. Select candidates who understand 

the challenges and opportunities of the job roles that will be represented in class and who are recognized by others as having a good 
handle on the realities of the job. 
 

 Is Authentic and Demonstrates Personal Integrity—People Respect the Trainer Candidate for Matching What He or She Says With What 
He or She Does 
 Look for candidates who are trusted and respected. A candidate known for having a personal agenda runs the risk of inadvertently 

tainting the training message. 
 

 Can Keep an Eye on the Big Picture While Working in the Details—And Isn’t Afraid to Roll Up His or Her Sleeves 
 Training is an art of jumping back and forth between the learning you are facilitating and the rudiments of the process you must take to 

get there. It is important that participants learn the concept, skill, or strategy. It’s also important the class starts and ends on time. 
Trainers work hard—a lot of it behind the scenes. Look for candidates who are willing to put in the extra effort, even when no one is 
looking. 
 

 Is Self-Aware, Flexible, and Responds Well to Feedback—Even When It’s Difficult 
 Training is a service job. One of the unique facets of a service job is that the provider receives feedback while providing the service. A 

successful trainer knows this and isn’t afraid to seek out feedback and make immediate modifications to respond on the spot if possible. 
 

 Shows Organizational Skills in Day-To-Day Work 
 A smooth and successful training experience is the result of the coordination and execution of a thousand little details. Look for 

candidates who demonstrate good personal organization. 
 

 Maintains the Positive Self-Esteem of Others 
 Participants in a training class are often called upon to take risks; their learning depends on it. Successful trainers create a safe learning 

environment where everyone feels he or she has something to offer and no one is punished for taking a risk. 
 

 Is Accepting of Diversity 
 Look for candidates who demonstrate comfort around all types of diversity. 
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Tip Sheet:  
Prerequisites for Blended Learning Success  

 

It’s clear that blended learning, when designed and strategized correctly, can optimize learning processes and simplify the transfer of knowledge 
and skill to learners. However, as with any organizational change, implementing blended workflow learning comes with its own challenges. 
There are several prerequisite factors that should be put in place in order to ensure blended workflow learning success. We address some of 
these here: 
 

 Active executive support – In order for senior leaders to match the extended commitment required of learners, they must demonstrate 
their own commitment by coaching, modeling skills, allocating time for training, and creating line of sight to the strategic goals of training. 

 All content in one place – Scattered training components are a logistical challenge for learners, facilitators, and administrators. A well-
designed online portal housing all materials with LMS functions reduces the potential for confusion in multi-layered learning. 

 Accessible IT support – Even if learners are provided with good portal design, they may still experience different levels of comfort and 
success with the underlying technology. Easy access to IT support keeps technology from becoming an obstacle to learning. 

 Dedicated implementation support – Even more than other forms of learning, a blended workflow solution requires careful oversight by 
competent administrators—from planning through execution and evaluation. 

 Specialized facilitation skills – Some techniques are uncomfortable for some face-to-face facilitators—calling on people by name, for 
example—are useful online. Most facilitators will need to adapt and add skills to succeed with live online training. 

 Attendance options – If work conflicts with a scheduled session, learners need options, such as attending the same session with another 
group at a different time or listening to a recorded session. Audio recording should be a normal step for one session in each learning cycle. 

 Regular coaching – While online learning certainly has its benefits, coaching by managers is a vital aspect of any learning initiative. As such, 
coaching by managers may be supported by a “learning coach”—often a facilitator available by phone, chat function, or e-mail. 
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Template:  
3 x 4 Action Plan 

 
Instructions for Training Team: This tool can be used after the training so that the learner can develop a plan for using the newly learned 
skills/concepts back on the job. They should complete this planning form at the end of the training class, and then share their plan with their 
manager when they return to the job.  

Participant Name: _____________________________________           Participant’s Manager: ______________________________________ 
 
Course/Program Title: ______________________________________________            Date: ________________________________________ 
 
Describe what you will do differently as a result of the training. Share your action plans with your manager.  
 

Four 3’s Actions Expected Results (Impact of your Actions) 
The First 3 Hours back 
on the job 

1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 

 

Within the Next 3 Days 1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 

 

By the End of 3 Weeks 1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 

 

In 3 Months 1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
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ENSURE THE WORK ENVIRONMENT  
SUPPORTS TRANSFER 

OUTCOME: 
 

The organization has a 
realistic view of the transfer 
period and has an active role 
in driving transfer, setting the 

stage for ongoing 
sustainment. 

 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Communicate realistic expectations for learner performance immediately after training and at milestones beyond. 
 Work with managers to ensure learners have opportunities to practice and use new skills.  
 Disseminate visible messaging (posters on walls, messages on frequently visited web pages, etc.) to connect the learning objectives to the 

work environment. 
 Quickly and broadly identify, broadcast, and celebrate successes. 
 Re-engage the Executive Steering Committee in messaging and gauging indicators of success. 
 Provide learners a mechanism to provide feedback to the organization about the ongoing learning transfer process. 
 Watch for and eliminate organizational/process/procedural barriers that may be preventing/sabotaging the learners’ application of skills on 

the job. 

Tools to Use: 

 Tip Sheet: Suggestions for Keeping Messaging Visible  
 Tip Sheet: Ideas for Celebrating Success  
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Tip Sheet:  
Suggestions for Keeping Messaging Visible 

 

For the skills you want training participants to be sure to use, think of memory aids that would be helpful, upbeat, effective, and that can be 
placed right where the skills are needed.  
 
Sample Suggestions: 

 Posted charts, diagrams, models, etc. from the training class 
 Mirrors placed on telephone representatives’ desks to remind them to smile when they’re talking to customers 
 Catchy signs or graphics that sales representatives can see at their desks to remind them to smile and make eye contact 
 Everyday items imprinted with logos or slogans to create interest in and awareness of the training 

Possibilities include: 

 Screensavers 

 Backpacks  

 Mugs  

 T-shirts  

 Pens/Pencils  

 Umbrellas 

 Adhesive notes 

 Tote bags 

 Paper weights 

 Hats  
 A card or job aid showing how the newly learned skills link to organization and/or department goals (The content can be generated 

during steering committee/messaging meetings. See Demonstrate Organizational Commitment practice.) 
 Other ideas from participants 
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Tip Sheet: 
Ideas for Celebrating Success  

 

Once the training has been completed, it is important to broadcast and celebrate the successes of the training during the TRANSFER Phase so 
momentum is maintained and learners stay motivated. 
 

Suggestions: 

 Organize a post training celebration/graduation, and present participants with a physical token that signifies their participation in the 
training. 
 

 Frame certificates of completion to add symbolic value to the training experience—makes it more likely that participants will take pride 
in their achievement. 
 

 Involve leaders in congratulating participants personally (i.e., individual e-mails or written notes). 

 
 Develop post-training communications that include participant feedback and quotes from Smart Sheets that are posted on internal 

websites, newsletters, common areas, or distributed via e-mail. 

 
 Seek out people applying the skills and publically reward them. 

 
 Institute a “caught in the act” peer recognition program where employees can recognize and celebrate peers who use new skills and 

behaviors.  

 
 Create a space on the bulletin board for success stories. Mark off the space with a big, bold headline. Post positive letters or comments 

from customers or other departments praising your group (or a group member) for using new skills to solve a problem, handle a difficult 

situation, or provide exceptional service—or create your own compliment to post.  

 

 Practice an attitude of gratitude by noticing what's going well and by offering some encouraging words to those responsible. 
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INSTITUTE TARGETED COACHING LINKED  
TO THE LEARNING 

OUTCOME: 
 

Arrangements are made for 
regular meetings between 

participant and manager for 
the purpose of coaching to 

the learning objectives of the 
solution. 

 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Encourage managers to conduct a post-training meeting with each learner to discuss the training experience, agree on expectations, and set 
the stage for future coaching and development. 

 Encourage learners to have periodic, ongoing coaching conversations with their managers to discuss progress and barriers, and receive 
recognition and feedback. 

 Consider instituting a formal organization-wide coaching practice (process, tools, managerial expectations) used for employee development. 
 

Tools to Use: 

 Template: Post-Training Debrief Suggestions for Managers  
 Sample: Post-Training Coaching Guide for Managers 
 Template: 3 x 4 Action Plan (See Optimize the Individual Learning Experience practice) 
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Template: 
Post-Training Debrief Suggestions for Managers  

 

Instructions for Managers  

1. Meet with each employee a day or two after the conclusion of the training session. 
 

2. Ask open-ended questions to generate initial reactions. 

 How did the training go?  

 What did you find particularly helpful? Not helpful? 
 

3. Ask questions to help participants focus on applying the skills. 

 What are some of the key ideas or techniques you learned? 

 Have you tried out any new skills on the job? How did it go? Why were you successful/unsuccessful? What will you do differently next 
time? 

 What skills do you think will be the most difficult? What can you do to become comfortable using them? 
 

4. Share and solicit personal stories in which you or the participant(s) used these skills successfully—or unsuccessfully. 
 

5. Jointly review any action plans (such as the 3 x 4 Action Plan) that the employee created as part of training.  
 

6. Reiterate your continuing commitment and specify the support you can provide. Ask the participant(s) to specify the kind of support that will 
be most useful. 
 

7. Conclude by setting up a series of regular coaching meetings.  
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Sample: 
Post-Training Coaching Guide for Managers 

 
Instructions for Managers 
 
In addition to your post-training debrief, it is important to have regular coaching conversations that focus on helping your employees apply what 
they learned in their training program. Here are some questions to use in your coaching conversations. 
 
 
Coaching Session Discussion Prompts  
 

 Describe one or two insights you gained from this class.  

 How will these insights change the way you approach insert skill in the future?  

 What opportunities have you had to use insert skill in your work environment?  

 What have been the outcomes or results of those insert skill opportunities?  

 Which key actions have been the easiest to use? The most challenging to use?  

 People often put off insert skill, and sometimes avoid giving it altogether. How can the Key Actions help you move past situations that 
may be personally challenging and “keep the door open” to insert skill?  

 How has using insert skill improved your abilities as a leader?  

 What key actions would you like to improve upon?  

 What challenge and/or opportunities do you see in those areas?  

 What actions will you take to improve your effectiveness?  

 How can I provide support to you in developing those areas in which you would like to increase your performance level?  

 How will using the key actions for insert skill improve the way we interact with each other? Improve our business?  
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GIVE LEARNERS OTJ OPPORTUNITIES TO PRACTICE 
SKILLS AND RECEIVE FEEDBACK  

OUTCOME: 
 

Managers, trainers, coaches, 
or other SMEs observe 

behavior and provide specific 
feedback and recognition. 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Work with managers to ensure learners have immediate opportunities to use their learning in a work context. 
 Proactively build coaching bench strength (which can include trainers, high potentials, etc., as well as managers). 
 Pair learners with subject matter experts (SMEs) who observe use of skills and knowledge, and provide specific recognition and feedback. 
 Schedule intentional observations such as designated ride-alongs, joint sales calls, listening in to live customer calls, trio coaching activities, etc.  
 Ensure those conducting the observations are skilled in development, feedback, and recognition conversations. 

Tools to Use: 

 Tip Sheet: How to Set Up an Observation  
 Sample: Post-Training Observer Checklist  
 Tip Sheet: Setting Up a Peer Practice Program  
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Tip Sheet: 
How to Set Up an Observation  

On-the-job observations allow learners to use skills in their daily work and receive useful feedback from a subject matter expert. Formally setting 
up and conducting observations is an important step in helping learners transfer skills from the learning environment to the work environment. 
The following tips can be helpful in initiating observations in the TRANSFER Phase of sustainment. 

 Select a pool of observers who are subject matter experts. 

 Consider a range of employees including, but not limited to, direct managers. High potentials looking to move into management, 
tenured peers, trainers and others are often the best observers. Such employees may be more able to insert observations into their 
schedules, and they may have the most detailed and current perspective on how skills are used on the job on a daily basis. 

 Train observers so that they know how to conduct the observation, as well as provide follow-up coaching, immediately after the 
observation. 

 Select observers who are good communicators (speakers, listeners) and can consider the big picture (overall conversational flow, impact 
on parties involved), as well as note the details (word choices, pacing, etc.) 
 

 Plan for, and formally set up, observations. 

 Use prepared talking points to communicate the what and why to observers and learners ahead of time. It is critical that learners view 
observations as a helpful tool in transferring skills on the job, getting advice from a high performer, etc.—as opposed to someone 
“looking over their shoulder.” 

 Do it formally. Set up a calendar and set expectations around frequency (e.g., each CSR can expect an observation weekly for four weeks 
post-training). 

 If possible, collaborate with learners on observation opportunities. Learners may be best suited to identify situations that are more or 
less appropriate for observations (e.g., a recovery call with a client may need support in managing the call; it may not be the best call to 
observe for coaching of closing skills). 
 

 Conduct observations with a focus on behaviors. 

 Use an observation tool with behaviors and examples in order to ensure consistent feedback from observation to observation. 
 Observers should be sure to take notes on what the learner actually said and did throughout the observations. Notes should be in 

enough detail to facilitate recall immediately after the observation. 
 Observers should observe. If the observer takes an active role in the situation (e.g., jumps in to participate in a client call or manager 

interaction), they can negate their ability to observe what is actually happening. Especially in a customer-facing context, it is important 
to distinguish between joint calls and coaching calls. 

 Set the stage for your presence. If the observation includes a situation with face-to-face customers or employees, be sure to set up the 
observer’s role (e.g., “My colleague John is going to be an observer on our meeting today so that he can help me generate some ideas for 
making our meetings run as smoothly as possible”).  

 Document specifics on behaviors (what was said and done), as well as the impact on the parties involved (e.g., “When you used the word 
‘maybe,’ it caused the customer to become skeptical”). 
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 Conduct follow-up conversations as soon as possible after the observation. 

 Begin the follow-up conversation by asking the learner to reflect on what went well and where they could improve. This helps the 
learner drive their own learning. Diagnosis can also be a valuable way to enhance understanding. 

 Provide the learner with your insights, and provide them your notes (helps with transparency).  
 Pick one or two things to give feedback on. It can be tempting to give learners insights on every item on an observation sheet and 

completely overwhelm them. Instead focus on those critical few areas that have the most impact and represent the greatest opportunity 
for improvement. 

 Highlight positives that should be replicated, as well as areas for improvement. 
 Be specific when discussing behaviors; what did the learner say and do. Also, link the behaviors to outcomes (e.g., “Your coachee had 

less commitment to next steps because you didn’t let them drive enough of the conversation”). 
 Ask the learner to take the lead in putting together next steps. What additional support do they think they need to continue their 

development? 
 

 Collect and aggregate data from observing all learners and leverage for TRANSFER and SUSTAIN. 

 Aggregate observation themes for trends which apply to a group of learners (e.g., “The Western Region needs additional work on getting 
to the need behind the need”). 

 Conduct formal refreshers and reinforcements linked to observed skill gaps. Check out AchieveGlobal’s Client Resource Center for 
Application Kits, Follow-Up Skills Practices, Reinforcers, and refreshers linked to specific programs. 
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Sample: 
Post-Training Observer Checklist 
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Tip Sheet:  
Setting Up a Peer Practice Program  

 

Peer Practice Programs can help participants improve their skills during the TRANSFER Phase. Typically participants observe one another and 
then provide feedback on areas for improvement. 

When to Use 

 When participants would benefit from taking more responsibility for their own evaluation and improvement 

 When you want to underscore the need for teamwork and continuous improvement 

 When you want to reinforce the learning immediately after the training 
 

How Long 

 15 minutes to explain the tool to your group 

 10 minutes to set up peer partners 
 

How  

1. At a group meeting, explain that the concept of peer practice is to form pairs of participants who will observe each other on an ongoing basis 
and offer feedback concerning their application of the new skills. 
 

2. Ask participants to group themselves into pairs. 
 

3. Present the guidelines for peer practice: 

 Both participants in the pair identify a skill they need to or would like to work on. 

 Each reviews the skill in his or her participant workbook. 
 

4. The pair sets up times when each partner can observe the other performing the skill. During these times, the peer partner focuses only on 
his or her partner’s use of the identified skill. 
 

5. After observing, the peer coach gives feedback, first specifying what the employee did well, then mentioning what he or she might do 
differently the next time. 
 

6. Periodically check in on practice pairs’ progress. 
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UTILIZE REINFORCEMENTS AND REFRESHERS  
LINKED TO GAPS 

OUTCOME: 
 

Reinforcement and 
refreshers are utilized, linked 

to gaps uncovered by 
managers and SMEs in 

coaching and observations. 
 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Follow up core training with formal refresher activities. 
 Incorporate refreshers into team meetings, morning huddles, shift discussions, pipeline reviews, sales conferences, etc. 
 Focus ongoing reinforcements and refreshers on specific performance gaps identified in observations and via coaching conversations. 
 Drive learners to utilize self-directed formal training (e.g., eLearning) to continue their own development. 

Tools to Use: 

 Tip Sheet: Setting Up a Reinforcement Program  
 Template: Team Skills Tracking Form  
 Tip Sheet: Guide to Common AchieveGlobal Reinforcement Tools 
 Program-Specific Follow-Up Skills Practices (FUSPs), Application Kits, and reinforcers  
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Tip Sheet: 
Setting Up a Reinforcement Program   

 
As the training implementation owner, you may not deliver or facilitate all of the refresher and reinforcement activities; however, you play a 
significant role in encouraging them to happen by providing tools and by following up with managers and learners. There are many methods and 
types of reinforcement to consider; therefore, effective reinforcement programs require attention, analysis, and planning. Below are our 
recommendations for the Training Implementation Team. 

1. Utilize e-mail, video, and phone messages to send regular reminders.  

To some degree you can predict that learners will need refreshers immediately following a training program. Learning research shows that 
adults learn best through “layered learning”—in other words retention increases when learners are exposed to concepts or skills several 
times. Therefore, you may want to plan to send reminder and reinforcement messages once a week for a period of 4–6 weeks after a 
program concludes.  

2. Work with managers and other observers to focus ongoing reinforcements and refreshers on specific performance gaps identified in 
observations and via coaching conversations. 

As discussed in earlier sections of this toolkit, learners should be observed and should receive feedback, recognition, and coaching as they 
put new skills to use. After learners have had 4–6 weeks to practice using their new skills on the job, consider partnering with team leaders 
or managers to gather input on where learners are succeeding and where they are struggling. Plan instructor- and/or manager-led 
reinforcement activities to address team-wide patterns and trends. (See the Team Skills Tracking Form Template on page 40.) 

3. Follow up core training with formal refresher activities. 

In addition to the one-way messages described in recommendation #1, consider holding interactive refresher activities. For example, 
trainers or facilitators might gather groups of learners together in order to lead Follow-Up Skill Practices or Application Sessions.  

4. Help managers incorporate refreshers into team meetings, morning huddles, shift discussions, pipeline reviews, sales conferences, etc. 

Not all reinforcement needs to be led by a trainer. AchieveGlobal customers have had great success with having frontline managers deliver 
reinforcement activities such as Follow-Up Skill Practices or Application Sessions. These activities are particularly effective when integrated 
with existing team meetings, huddles, conferences, etc.  

5. Drive learners to utilize self-directed formal training (e.g., eLearning) to continue their own development. 

In some cases, the analysis of the team’s performance will show that individual employees need help with different topics or skills. In these 
cases, point learners to the self-directed formal training options, and follow up with individual coaching and practice.  
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Template: 
Team Skills Tracking Form  

Instructions for Training Team: Customize this template by adding the specific skills or key actions to the first column. Send the tracking form to 
the managers of the target audience.  
 
Instructions for Managers: As you observe and coach your employees after a training program or initiative, use this form to track each person’s 
ability to demonstrate the key skills. After 30 days, meet with your Training Team to share this checklist and your observations of trends and 
patterns. Work with your training implementation owner on a reinforcement plan to address both individual and team-wide gaps.  
 

 Employee 
Name 

Employee 
Name 

Employee 
Name 

Employee 
Name 

Notes on Themes and Patterns 
Across Team 

Is able to demonstrate Skill  

(or Key Action) #1 
 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 

Is able to demonstrate Skill  

(or Key Action) #2 
 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 

Is able to demonstrate Skill  

(or Key Action) #3 
 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 

Is able to demonstrate Skill  

(or Key Action) #4 
 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 Yes  
 No 
 Not Sure 

 

Notes on Individual Coaching and 

Reinforcement Needs 
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Tip Sheet: 
Guide to Common AchieveGlobal Reinforcement Tools 

 

Through the Client Resource Center, AchieveGlobal provides a series of electronic, program-specific tools for reinforcement. The paragraphs 
below describe each of the common reinforcement tools.  
 
Application Sessions 

Application Sessions are 20 to 40-minute modules that are designed to review and apply the key concepts from a particular training program. 

Most standard AchieveGlobal programs include a series of application sessions that are bundled into a toolkit (often referred to as “App Kits”). 

Each application session supports the transfer of newly acquired knowledge and skills to specific work environments. Application sessions all 

include basic facilitation tips for the session leader, the session script, and a set of reproducible handouts so that they can be easily delivered by 

a manager, facilitator, or coach. 

 

Follow-Up Skills Practices 

Follow-Up Skills Practices (often referred to as FUSPs and pronounced “fuss-pees”) are 90-minute role play sessions that are designed to allow 

learners to practice full conversations using the skills acquired in a training program. FUSPs allow participants to gain comfort with skills in a safe 

environment prior to using them in on-the-job conversations. All FUSPs are fully scripted so they can easily be facilitated by managers, trainers, 

or coaches. FUSPS can be conducted in the classroom or virtually with any number of participants; however, classes that contain multiples of 

three work most easily. 

 

Short eLearning Modules  

Several AchieveGlobal programs include short eLearning “Reinforcers” that are available for a PC or mobile device. The eLearning Reinforcers 

help learners review and practice the concepts and skills they learned in the classroom or vILT sessions.  

 

Reinforcement Messages 

The AchieveGlobal Client Resource Center also includes items such as self-surveys, follow-up messages, etc. These items can be distributed to 

learners after training on a weekly or monthly basis to help keep the concepts and skills fresh in the participants’ minds. 
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EMBED LEARNING INTO ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS 

OUTCOME: 
 

Skills and concepts are 
embedded into the day-to-

day workflow and enabled by 
the organization’s 

infrastructure—it is how 
things work.  

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Embed behaviors into the performance management system, appraisal tools, and systems to drive accountability. 
 Incorporate learning objectives into regular manager/employee development conversations. 
 Extend and expand usage by providing high performers with stretch assignments and new opportunities.  
 Embed and align taught concepts and skills into CRM, product training, and other related systems (e.g., sales and service training). 
 Update hiring tools (e.g., behavioral interviewing guides, selection assessments) to align with the learning. 
 Ensure that the reward and recognition system promotes use of concepts and skills. 
 Ensure the organization’s infrastructure (e.g., organizational structure, CRM, and other software systems) supports rather than inhibits use of 

learned skills and concepts. 

Tools to Use: 

 Checklist: Systems, Tools, and Process Scan  
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Checklist: 
Systems, Tools, and Process Scan 

 

This tool is used to determine where you should look to integrate skills and knowledge into systems and processes that drive behaviors. This 
helps to ensure that, over the long term, the learner’s work environment supports rather than inhibits skills use.  

 

System/Process/Tool Alignment Impact (H/M/L) Who Owns It? 

TIP: Use the starter list on the next 
page to help develop a list of 
systems, etc. that may drive 

behavior. 

Will the system support skills use? 
Inhibit it? Unsure?  

What is the impact? 

TIP: These are the people you may 
wish to get involved in your 

Steering Committee (see READY 
Phase of this Toolkit.) 
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Common Behavioral Drivers: The following is a starter list of tools, processes and systems that can drive or derail sustainment. 

Job Descriptions 

Make sure that job descriptions 
are current, and set an accurate 

expectation for skills and 
knowledge use. 

 

Selection 

Incorporate desired behaviors 
into selection assessments, hiring 

profiles and behavioral 
interviewing questions. 

 

Other Training 

Be sure that learning is 
reinforced and referenced in 

other curricula (e.g., 
onboarding, ongoing position, 

training, systems training, 
product knowledge training). 

Talent Management 

Embed desired behaviors into 
performance review criteria. 

Ensure that promotions, 
development plans, and other 
talent management tools are 

aligned with desired behaviors. 
 

Voice of Employee 

Add questions to annual 
employee engagement surveys, 
exit interviews, and other VOE 

vehicles to demonstrate 
organizational support of desired 

behaviors. 
 

Reward and Incentives 

Examine formal reward, 
incentive, and recognition 

programs for alignment with 
desired behaviors. Are the 

people being rewarded for doing 
the right things? 

 

Job Aids 

Scan cubes, offices and online 
employee boards. What job aids 
are people using to guide their 
work. Are these aligned with 

the behaviors you are trying to 
sustain? 

 

Voice of Customer 

Take the opportunity to ask 
customers about skills 

demonstration both in the pre-
sale (win/loss surveys) and post-

sales process (customer 
satisfaction surveys). 

 

Mystery Shops/Quality Cards 

Ensure that mystery shops/ 
quality cards (used in contact 

center environment) rate 
employees on demonstration of 

service and sales skills as they are 
taught in sales/service training. 

Customer Interaction Scripts 

Elements of customer 
interactions may be dictated by 

regulations or a need for specific 
information. Provide call flows 
and job aids to help integrate 

required elements into customer 
conversations. Where scripts are 
a must, align them with taught 

skills. 

Sales Process/Customer 
Relationship Process 

Look for a consistently used, 
clearly communicated sales 

process which aligns with sales 
and service skills. Help people 

connect the dots between sales 
skills, sales process, and 

customer experience. 

Sales Force Automation Systems 

Look for reference in SFA systems 
to learned sales and service 
processes (e.g., opportunity 

management, call planning tools, 
sales process work, leading 

indicators to drive sales leader 
coaching, etc.). 
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PROVIDE LEARNERS WITH JUST-IN-TIME  
AND INFORMAL TOOLS 

OUTCOME: 
 

The focus of learning moves 
from formal activities to 

informal. Learners are given 
access to Just-In-Time (JIT) 

tools to drive their own 
application as they see fit for 

their own work situations 
and challenges. 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Create a concise set of practical, easy to use, short, current, relevant tools. 
 Create a repository/portal (or leverage existing) where learners can go to quickly access reinforcement information and tools linked to work 

scenarios and challenges. 
 Encourage learners to seek out and utilize refreshers on their own as part of self-development. 
 Integrate tips and techniques into the workflow (e.g., EPSS in contact center software systems, sales call planning tools in CRM system, 

probing questions in performance review templates). 
 
 

Tools to Use: 

 Tip Sheet: Guide to Common AchieveGlobal Just-in-Time and Informal Tools  
 Program-Specific, Just-In-Time Tools (i.e., Skill Guide Cards, Planners, Toolkits, Job Aids, Reinforcers, Skill Boosters)  
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Tip Sheet: 
Guide to Common AchieveGlobal Just-in-Time and Informal Tools  

 

Many AchieveGlobal programs include tools that are designed to help learners apply what they learned in the classroom. The following 
paragraphs describe some of the most common tools.  
 

 Job Aids, Learning Summaries, and Skill Guide Cards 

Every AchieveGlobal program includes tools that are designed to aid the learners when they are on the job and completing tasks. These tools 
include job aids, learning summaries, and skill guide cards which summarize key skills and/or steps in an “at-a-glance” format. Many participants 
will post these tools in their cubicles or offices for easy reference.  
 

 Toolkits 

Toolkits are typically collections of tools that apply to a particular competency or skill set. After a training class, participants might review their 
toolkits and choose the tool or tools that will help them address a specific need or challenge. Some of the AchieveGlobal programs that include 
toolkits are: Problem Solving for Results, Activating Change, Winning Account Strategies, and Accelerating Team Productivity: Tools for Day-to-
Day Agility.  

 
 Planners 

Planners are performance support tools that help learners organize their thoughts and/or approach before a task. AchieveGlobal offers planners 
for: Sales Calls, Coaching, Prospecting, Negotiations, Performance Discussions, and Meeting Planning. 
 

 Reinforcers 

Reinforcers are short eLearning activities that learners can review in order to refresh concepts they learn in classroom or vILT sessions. 

 
 Skill Boosters 

Skill Boosters are interactive PDF informal learning tools that guide self-initiated learning and support continued application of skills in the 
workplace. 
 

 Resource Guides 

Resources Guides are comprehensive reference tools. Most resource guides include the research and/or theories that form the backbone of any 
particular program, as well as tips and techniques for on-the-job usage.  
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EMPOWER LEARNERS TO CREATE AND LEVERAGE  
PEER NETWORKS 

OUTCOME: 
 

The organization is no longer 
driving the learning, rather 

letting it grow organically via 
learners and their goals. 

ACTIONS TO TAKE: 

 Create and/or leverage existing mechanism or platforms for peer-to-peer networking (e.g., collaboration site, threaded discussion boards, 
social media, etc.). 

 Provide resources to monitor discussion boards, participate in conversations, make connections across learners, and seed conversation 
threads. 

 Support and encourage informal coaching and mentoring among peers. 
 Recognize learner efforts in engaging in peer networks, starting a blog, mentoring others, etc. 

Tools: 

 Tool: The i-2-i Continuum™  
 Tip Sheet: How to Seed Informal Learning  
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Tool:  
The i-2-i Continuum™ 

 

Most classic “reinforcement” that historically follows formal training (e.g., follow-up skills practice or content review sessions) amounts to more 
formal training rather than tools that facilitate informal learning. Research confirms that no matter the excellence of formal training, 80 percent 
of learning is informal, learner-driven, in the workplace, and not in the classroom. The Intentional-to-Incidental (i-2-i) Continuum™ maps a full 
range of activities that comprise informal learning. This continuum organizes the many ways that participants in formal training can continue 
learning informally in the context of their jobs. 
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Tip Sheet:  
How to Seed Informal Learning 

 

 Create an organizational understanding of the value of informal learning. 

 Communicate to learners the value of informal learning and how the organization supports and encourages it. 

 Establish practices that embed informal learning into the culture: 

 Provide opportunities and/or allow people to reach out to others and pair up for short-term job shadowing. 

 Create peer-led “communities of practice” such as new manager groups, etc. 

 Compile and post a list of Subject Matter Experts who are willing to be resources for specific areas of practice or technical expertise. 

(“Who can I call for what?”) 

 Encourage managers to demonstrate support of informal coaching and mentoring among peers. 

 Proactively look for cues and clues which indicate the learning has taken hold (e.g., use of language, practices, behaviors) and recognize 

and reinforce. 

 Provide various Networking opportunities: 

 Peer-Led Lunch & Learns 

 Book Clubs and/or Reading Lists 

 Extracurricular/Volunteer Opportunities 

 Build organizational infrastructure that encourages & supports informal learning: 

 Provide easy access to current tools & job aids. 

 Provide resources to monitor discussion boards, participate in conversations, make connections across learners, seed and start 

conversation threads, etc.  

 Create a Best Practices Folder on your Intranet/SharePoint site. 

 Encourage use of social network/portal (such as Lync, Salesforce.com, LinkedIn, or a Facebook Group) for posting tips and best practices and 
asking for suggestions or advice on how others have solved similar problems.  

 Recognize learner efforts in utilizing informal learning tools, engaging in peer networks, and informally coaching/mentoring their peers. 

 Communicate and celebrate the successes that result from these informal learning opportunities. 
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Appendix: Special Considerations 
 

The following are tips for taking advantage of this toolkit in specific situations where it may not be practical or feasible to execute against all 12 
practices. These include situations where: 

I. The learning organization does not have the reach to influence organizational messaging or systems. 
II. The focus of the learning is individual rather than organizational.  
III. The learning organization supplies content, but does not deploy it. 
IV. Training is directed towards learners outside of the organization. 

 

I. The learning organization does not have the reach to influence organizational messaging or systems 

As you work your way through the toolkit, you might find that some of the recommendations may be more feasible for your learning 
organization than others. You may not have the scope, resources, or access to influence things like learning culture, executive steering 
committees, or sales force automation systems. Or, perhaps this specific initiative doesn’t merit the investment of time and resources (e.g., your 
goals may be an awareness outcome versus sustained behavior change). This is not at all unusual. Nor does it mean that this toolkit isn’t 
applicable. Our advice to anyone using the toolkit is to focus your efforts on the key areas that will make the difference. The more practices you 
deploy, the greater your likelihood of success. Yet, even focusing on just one of these practices can help you get more from your training 
investment. Don’t be discouraged if you can’t do it all! 
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II. The focus of the learning is individual rather than organizational  

Corporate universities often offer a library of content and a selection of open enrollment courses to address individual development needs. In 
these situations you will not be able to deploy enterprise-wide messaging or reinforcement. And, it would not be feasible to design a unique 
sustainment strategy for every individual’s learning path. Instead, what you may try is to create “Sustainment-in-a-Box.” This means creating a 
set of tools enabling execution of those practices that can be primarily managed by learner and manager. This would focus on the practices 
highlighted in orange below: 
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Example for “Sustainment-in-a-Box”: 

1. Triggering Event = Learner enrolls in a course. Note: if the LMS is linked to a Human Resources Information System (HRIS) on the back-

end, then learners can be associated with managers. Otherwise, learners may need to enter manager information at enrollment. This is 

commonly collected in order to cross-charge department codes for utilization of content. 

2. Once the learner is registered, two communications are automatically sent out (See Manager/Learner Pre-Training Meeting Guide Tool): 

a. Learner Communication 

i. Communicates what and why, of course, as well as logistics information 

ii. Assigns prework such as pre-class assessment, goal-setting 

iii. Recommends learner to proactively schedule a meeting with manager in order to connect learning to business 

outcomes, set expectations, agree on objectives, discuss opportunities, identify obstacles, etc.; provides template for 

meeting 

b. Manager Communication 

i. Communicates summary of course content 

ii. Recommends manager to proactively schedule a meeting with learner to discuss: connection to business outcomes, 

expectations, objectives, opportunities and obstacles; provides template for meeting 

iii. Outlines ongoing manager responsibilities for driving sustainment post-training 

3. Learner completes the course and follow-up evaluation.  

4. Once the course is complete, two communications are automatically sent out: 

a. Learner Communication 

i. Congratulates learner on course completion 

ii. Recommends learner to proactively schedule a meeting with manager to reflect on experience, discuss ongoing needs, 

mutually determine reinforcement strategy, reconfirm expectations; provides template for meeting  

iii. Recommends learner locate and engage with peer mentor or subject matter expert for ongoing support  

iv. Provides learner with access to tools repository and discussion board forums to engage with other peers 

b. Manager Communication 

i. Provides manager with evaluation results 

ii. Recommends manager to proactively schedule a meeting with learner to reflect on experience, discuss ongoing needs, 

mutually determine reinforcement strategy, reconfirm expectations; provides template for meeting 

iii. Summarizes tools available to both manager and learner as they execute on their agree reinforcement plan 

The “Sustainment-in-a-Box” approach could be utilized at the individual course level (e.g., Giving Needs-Based Feedback™), by groups of courses 
(e.g., Coaching) or competency areas (e.g., Leading Others) depending on what is practical.  
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In addition to (or in place of) the “Sustainment-in-a-Box” approach, owners of a corporate university can: 

 Be a vocal advocate for sustainment versus “event-only” training. 

 Proactively market learning solutions to individuals and groups. 

 Seek out and share success stories of prior graduates (Foster Learner Motivation). 

 Create templates for managers and learners to use for pre- and post-training meetings (Engage and Equip Managers; Foster Learner 

Motivation; Institute Targeted, Periodic Coaching Linked to the Learning). 

 Ensure instructors and content meet high expectations for adult training in today’s world (Optimize the Individual Learning Experience). 

 Create and maintain a repository or portal where tools are housed, linked to learning outcomes. Tools can include observation forms 

(Give Learners OTJ Opportunities to Practice skills and Receive Feedback), refreshers (Utilize Reinforcement & Refreshers Linked to Gaps), 

skill guide cards, and job aids (Provide Learners with Just-in-Time and Informal tools). 

 House a platform for learners to communicate directly with each other and SMEs across the enterprise (Empower Learners to Create and 

Leverage Peer Networks). 

 

III. The learning organization supplies content, but does not deploy it 

In some cases, a centralized learning organization conducts needs analysis across an organization and takes responsibility for creating and/or 
sourcing content for common needs to leverage economies of scale. Delivery and sustainment of training in this model may occur at a local 
group or business unit level. In this case, the value that you can bring is to identify implementers at the local business unit level and assist them 
in becoming sustainment experts. As customers of AchieveGlobal, they too have access to this Sustainment Toolkit. Therefore, you can use it to 
help them deploy the content more successfully, acting as their sustainment consultant. This can also help the learning organization to be 
viewed as performance consultants to the business units, as opposed to just suppliers of content. 
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IV. Training is directed towards learners outside of the organization 

Some learning organizations are called upon to train non-employees such as product distributors or customers. In this case, you will not be able 
to direct the efforts of either the organization or the learner’s managers since they report to a different company. However, you certainly can 
influence those practices. Your options may vary: 

1. If you are training a business unit (e.g., a distributor’s entire sales force), you may be able to act as a sustainment consultant to a point of 

contact on the distributor side, and help them create and execute a sustainment plan that works in their world. 

2. If you can get access to manager information, you could build out a constrained sustainment strategy as noted above—“Sustainment in 

a Box.” 

3. Sometimes you may only have interaction with the individual learner. In those cases you may wish to focus your efforts on: 

a. Pre-communication sent to learner when course is registered. (See above.) 

b. Post-communications sent to learner along with evaluation. (See above.) 

c. Build a community of learners within the third party (all graduates at Acme Company) or across entities (all distributors who 

have taken the course regardless of which company they work for). 

 


